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Abstract
Information changes what customers know about products in the market and these changes profoundly alter customers’
purchasing behaviors. The truly informed customer increasingly is following one of two very different strategies with each of his
or her purchases:
• For items in categories that the customer considers important, he finds precisely what he wants and pays a premium price
• For items in categories that the customer finds less important, he finds an acceptable product or service at the lowest
possible price.
The result of this change in customer information endowment changes the strategies available to producers and retailers of
products and services. In particular:
• Modern production technologies and logistics management allow hyperdifferentiation, the production of almost anything
that the firm wishes to create.
• Resonance marketing drives hyperdifferentiation, by allowing the firm to focus on profitable sweet spots, where customers
have the highest willingness to pay and products earn the highest margins, rather than on low margin mass market fat spots,
where the largest number of customers reside.
Because of these changes, firms can begin to focus on delivering high margin products to serve customers in numerous sweet
spots, rather than more traditional strategies of serving the largest collection of customers with mass-market offerings targeting a
few fat spots. Entire new product categories are emerging in the US, such as super-premium ice creams, craft beers, and
alternative snacks. Although these are never advertised they are an increasingly important portion of corporate profits.
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